Plan &
create
circulatory
collage
using
printing,
layers and
paint.

Draw
circulatory
system, using
historical
artists as a
framework.
Uplevel.

Explore artists,
craftspeople
and designers
from a range of
times and
cultures.

Historical artists –
art based around
human anatomy

Explore
artists –
Vesalius,
Michelangelo
& Da Vinci
and art
based on
anatomy.

Record, collect and
store visual data using
computer technology
(iPads etc.) and present
using appropriate
software (Picollage
etc.).

Sewing – creating a
garment

Join clay
adequately
and create
simple
surface
patterns.

Use paper maiche to Artist focus – William
create a simple 3D Morris.
object.

Use simple graphics
packages to create
images. Using brushes
to create different sized
lines; colours and filter
for effect.

Record
visual
information
using iPads

Focus on historical
landscape artists –
discuss and experiment
with a range of different
artistic techniques.

Exploration of primary
and secondary colours.
Mixing and
experimenting for
effect.
Create shapes by
making selections to
cut, duplicate and
repeat.

Silhouette Art using
paint
Use correct
materials
and
technique to
join textiles.

Add
decorative
finish using
suitable
technique.

Create a Christmas card
using stimuli, experiences
and different starting
points based on own
observations.

Use graphics package
to create images and
effects.

Textiles – Design and
make a Maya
headdress

Colour fabrics by
using colour dipping,
fabric crayons and
printing.

Record and collect
visual information
using iPads
Cut and shape
fabrics; attach them
using glue and
stitching.

Create, evaluate and decorate
a rainbow bear; creating
custom colours using paint.

Add texture to paint
by adding sand and
other materials.

Sort fabric according
to shape, texture and
colour.

Focus on artist – Taro
Chiezo. Observations
of the Lamb Banana.

Observe and draw from
observations. Produce and
evaluate own hedgehog
art.
Drawing and
painting
hedgehogs

Sort and group materials for
different purpose (colour
texture, fold, crumple, tear
and overlap). Create and
arrange shapes.

Create a collage and Christmas
card using a range of different
natural and man-made
materials.

Experiment with
malleable crafting
materials e.g. clay,
tile etc.

3D art – making a
rainbow bear.

Explore the work of
artists and investigate
texture by describing
and naming.

Use a range of materials
to create a collage.
Explore ideas using
digital sources e.g.
iPads.

Experiment with
different mediums
to create a
preliminary piece
of landscape art.

Exploration of art
mediums – pencil,
charcoal, paint,
clay.

Create a range of
works experimenting
with the use and
effect of scale.

Use a variety of techniques;
printing, weaving, dyeing
and stitching to create
different textured effects.

Asher Brown Durand
– Textiles topic.

Use
selection
and cropping
tools.

Create a landscape
collage using layers
and self-made paint
colours.

Sketching to
produce
silhouettes

Textiles

Record from first
hand
observations; ask
questions and
make
observations
about cave art.

Use artist Steph O’Donnell as
a foundation for creating art
based around World War
shelters and vehicles using
computer technology and
software.

Anglo Saxon Art –
Printing topic.

Develop skills in
stitching, cutting and
joining. Match the tool
to the material.

Create own
art using
repetitive
patterns and
Create art using colour
overlays.
line making;
implements for
different
shapes and
printing using
natural
resources.

Create printing
blocks by simplifying
an initial journal
idea.

Use relief or
impressed method.

3D Topic

Experiment
with paste
resist.

Use graphics
packages to create
and manipulate
images.

World War Shelter Art

Create and work into
prints using a range
of media e.g. pens,
pencils, paints etc.

Explore artist – Tim Jeffs.
Explore drawing Yellowspotted Lizard with
pencil, pen, charcoal,
crayons and paint.

Up-level lizard
drawing using pencil,
pen, charcoal,
crayons and paint.
Make a 3D lizard
using clay; paint
Plan, design and
using a range of self- make models from
made colours.
imagination and
observation.

Design, cut and
sew fabrics
with precision
to create a
prototype,
evaluate it and
produce a
finished article.

Collect, sort, name,
match and glue shapes
to different
backgrounds.
Experiment with leaves
for art.

Small world farmyard –
design, make characters,
design a map.
Artist Study – Andy
Goldsworthy. Make
an autumn tree.
Christmas Cards.

Experiment with a
variety of media and
brushes sizes & shapes.

Recognise and build
repeating pattern art.
Experiment with different
materials (paint, draw,
sculpture) to create art
involving colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form and
space.

Artist study –
Kandinsky.
Rangoli
Patterns.
Self-portrait.
Transient Art – Sea
Life books.
Bottle top and
recycled art.
Explore Van Gogh – ‘Starry
Night.’ Explore relevant
artists from different times
and cultures.

